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Prewriting
Put all writing in your writer’s notebook.

When in doubt, write it down.

You may need that idea later!



What are your thoughts 
about reality TV?

Quick Write!



• We will be processing a variety of information to 
make sense of an issue.

• We will look at connections between texts, not just 
summarize each text separately.

• Reading different texts helps us consider different 
angles and perspectives. 

• As we write, read, and talk our way through the 
texts, we may change our claim. 

Strategy: Layering



Draw a T-Chart!

Images, Words, 
Facts

What I think … 
Questions …
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Select one image 

and continue your

T-chart.

What do you see? 

What does it mean?

Make an inference!



“And now I’m thinking…”

Go back to your Quick Write about reality TV.

Use a transition like “Now I’m thinking,” and then 
select a detail from your picture to add to your 
quick-write about reality TV.

We are starting a 

process call “layering.”  

We’ll layer texts and 

writing several times.



Turn and Talk!

• Turn to your partner and read what you just 
wrote.

• Switch roles and repeat.

• If you hear something interesting, jot it down!



Video: If Everyone Acted Like Reality TV Stars

Source: http://youtu.be/J0xGp1LYXrc



“And now I’m thinking…”

Continue your Quick-Write about reality TV.

Use a transition like “Now I’m thinking…,” and 
then select a new detail from the VIDEO or 
AUDIO CLIP and add to your earlier writing about 
reality TV. We are continuing the 

“layering.”  We’ll layer 

texts and writing several 

times.



Turn and Talk!

• Turn to your partner and read what you just 
wrote.

• Switch roles and repeat.

• If you hear something interesting, jot it down!



Article #1: [Balanced/overview article]

1. As we read, underline or put a star (*) next to statements 

you feel strongly about – a place where you either strongly 

agree with the author or strongly disagree.

2. “Lift a Line” strategy: after reading, go back and look at 

your markings. Choose ONE line to write about.

3. Pull the line and write it at the top of a new page in your 

notebook.

4. WRITE! 
• I agree because…

• I disagree because…
• In my experience…

• This makes me think/wonder…
• What if…



Article #1: “Lift a Line” response strategy

1. Find the line you pulled out of the article and write it on top 

of a new page.

2. Make sure to add a signal phrase to introduce the quote:

According to _________, “An important quote goes here.” 

or

________ states, “An important quote here.”

3. WRITE about it! 

(Make sure to tie the 

quote to reality TV!)

I agree/disagree because…
This quote means…

In other words, X is saying…
This makes me think/wonder…

What if…



Extra Scaffolding for Article #1: 
Is Reality TV Messing with Your Head?

Pick one piece of evidence, copy it in your notebook, and write about it!

1. According to Lori Gottlieb, “Teens often look to reality 

shows for answers.”

2. According to Ilisa Cohen, “Experts fear that a steady diet 

of watching people behaving badly increases our 

tolerance for rudeness or even violence.”

3.  Filiucci reminds us that “Fights are often scripted, 

encouraged by producers or created by cast members.”

WRITE! I agree/disagree because…
This quote means…

In other words, X is saying…
This makes me think/wonder…

What if…



Turn and Talk!

• Turn to your partner and read what you just 
wrote.

• Switch roles and repeat.

• If you hear something interesting, jot it down!



Reading Strategy for Articles #2 or #3: 
“Girls and Reality TV are a Potent Combo” OR “What Reality TV Teaches Teen Girls”

1. As we read, look for evidence that shows Reality TV as 

something positive (+) or as something negative (-)

2. Jot (+) or (-) next to the evidence.

+ 
Reality TV 
can have a 

positive 
influence.

-
Reality TV 
can have a 
negative 

influence.



Reading Strategy for Articles #4 through #8

1. Code the text with F for fact and underline any 

statements of opinion.

2. Star (*) facts or quotes that seem especially important 

or compelling. 

3. Write! (see next slide for directions)



Continue Layering: Join the Conversation

• Use from (or add to) this list of sentence stems:
– On the other hand,

– Something else to consider…

– This line [insert] is making me wonder…

– Although [author/title] says…

– Because [author/title] says…

• Using one of these transitions,
cite a fact or quote from the text.

• Then respond to the text by writing what you
are thinking.



1. Underline or highlight the author’s main claim.

2. Underline or highlight the author’s reasons that support 

the claim.

3. Put a star next to the author’s strongest reason.

4. QUICK WRITE!
•The author of this article…
•This makes me wonder… 
•I agree/disagree with…

Alternate Reading Strategy for Articles #4 through #8



“But WHY are doing all this WRITING?!”

• We are messing around with how an idea 
might change. 

• Reading different perspectives allows us to 
experience the conversation before we decide 
our own position.

• This allows us to arrive at our own claim, not 
just write what the teacher tells us to!



Find your Claim!

Where is your thinking now about Reality TV? 

1. RE-READ all the writing you have done.

2. Highlight at least 2 of your sentences or ideas 
that could be considered a claim.

Quick Write! 
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• My current claim is …
• One reason is…

• Some evidence to support 
this is…



Refine your Claim!

o Write your claim 
on an index card 
(put your name on it!).

o Next, on the back of the card, 
list at least TWO reasons you 
will use to prove your claim. 

“One reason is because…” 

“Another reason is…”
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What makes a 
good claim?

It’s a specific statement 
that can be argued.

It can be proven 
by recent, relevant 
evidence.

“I think” or “I believe” 
weakens your claim… just 
come out and say it!



(Optional Quick-Write) 
Pausing to Consider the Evolution 

of Our Thinking…

Concerning Reality TV,

• I used to think…

• But then (I read this)…

• And now…

Share with a partner.  



LOOKING FOR EVIDENCE

• You may already have a “working claim” from 
your index card; if not, draft one now. 

• Look back over the articles. 

that seems connected to your 

claim.



Kernel Essay: Organize your opinion. PICK ONE!
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Here’s 
the issue

First I 
Thought 

This

Then I 
Learned 

This

Now I 
Think This

My claim One side 
thinks

Another 
side thinks

I believe

Overview 
of the 
Issue

Here's 
what I 

am 
thinking

A 
question 

some 
people 
raise

My 
answer 
to that 

question

In the 
end

My claim One reason…
Another 
reason…

Offer a 
solution or 

restate claim

Adapted from Gretchen Bernabei’s Kernel Essays



Quick-Write!

Knowing what you know now about Reality TV, 
what advice would you give to people who are 
regular viewers? 



Kernel Essay: Add some evidence!
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1. Read over your “kernel essay.”

2. Mark the places you need to add an 

example or some evidence.

3. Find relevant evidence in the articles.

4. Make sure you EXPLAIN your direct quotes! 

(“Quote Sandwich”)



Use the Quote Sandwich

First, state your reason or point you want to make. 

Top layer: Attribution (introduce who said the quote)

Middle layer: The quote itself

Bottom layer: Your explanation of the quote, 

showing what it has to do with your claim.



Quote “sandwich” example

Teenagers who watch Reality TV are more likely 
to break the law. According to the Centers for 
Disease Control, “Nearly 75% of teens who 
shoplift are regular viewers of reality television.” 
Clearly, Reality TV has a negative effect on young 
viewers’ impressionable minds by turning them 
into criminals.  
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Your reason to 
support your claim

Give credit 
(Attribution)

Your explanation and 
how it connects to your 

reason.

Evidence 
(direct quote 

or 
paraphrase)



Quick Write: Student Reflection

What have you learned about 
argument writing this week? 
Be specific!

(We don’t want to know about Reality TV… 
we want to know about the process of 
writing an argument essay – what did you 
learn? What did you like/dislike?)


